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The top team building programs for 2018
Leading Australasian team building professional Michael Cromie has revealed his top 18 team
building programs for 2018.
Cromie, the Team Building General Manager for Corporate Challenge Events, said team building
has become a vital part of business today.
“The success of organisations is driven by the performance of teams which means a priority is
having happy, motivated, healthy and team-oriented staff,” said Cromie.
“Scheduling regular team building and bonding activities through the year is a great way to
maintain this commitment.”
This year Cromie expects charitable outcomes, destinational experiences, reality television and the
Commonwealth Games to influence the popularity of team building programs.
Cromie’s top 18 team building programs for 2018 (in alphabetical order) are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Art In A Day
Beach Games
Bikes For Tykes
City Scramble
Company Creativity
Corporate Chef
Flat Pack Frenzy
Fugitive
Give A Dog A Home
Great Race
It’s A Knockout
Karts for Hearts
Minute To Win It
Mission Impossible
Out Of The Box
Safe Crack
Survivor
Toys 4 Tykes

In narrowing down to his top five, Cromie has outlined the following team building programs in
order.

1. Bikes For Tykes
“Bikes For Tykes continues to be one of our most powerful programs. Teams work through a series
of activities with the objective to build a bike from scratch and put a smile on an underprivileged
child’s face. The popularity of this program comes down to both the team outcomes achieved and
the delight in making a difference to someone else’s life.”
2. Beach Games
“With the Commonwealth Games coming up in April, Beach Games is perfect to get into the spirit
of the Games and enjoy a beautiful beach environment at the same time. Teams will represent a
country and participate in a number of sports games and challenges that you would find at a
Commonwealth Games except with more focus on fun.”
3. Survivor
“Just like the very popular reality TV show, Survivor presents fun and challenging team activities to
determine an ultimate survivor. This program can be staged in a range of outdoor environments
with adventures and twists to test the mettle of anyone. Survivor is great to hold at retreats, camps,
staff conferences and can be adapted for all terrains.”
4. City Scramble
“In City Scramble, teams learn how much they know about a city or location and how well they can
navigate through various challenges and maps. It’s a very popular way to explore a destination
whilst bonding with a team, having fun and identifying people’s strengths in problem solving.”
5. Corporate Chef
“From getting ingredients, designing a menu to cooking a meal for everyone to later enjoy, this will
be a culinary experience to remember as well as unveil who is the best team of cooks in your
workplace. Corporate Chef can also have a charity outcome where the meal is donated to a
community organisation.”
Corporate Challenge Events is a specialist in team building activities, corporate training and
corporate events planning from Brisbane to Perth in Australia and Hamilton to Auckland in New
Zealand.
Visit www.corporatechallenge.com.au or www.corpchallenge.co.nz
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